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2014 @RAZORBACKSB RECORDS BOOK1
OFFENSE  
Batting Average (Min. 200 AB)
1.  .371  Devon Wallace (102-271)  2012-pres.
2.  .329  Clarisa Navarro (118-359)  2012-pres.
3.  .300  Jessica Bachkora (227-756)  2007-10
4.  .296  Rachel LeMaster (219-741)  2004-07
5.  .294  Brett Erickson (184-625)  1997, 99-00
6.  .292  Dana Gulick (215-737)  1997-00
7.  .288  Jen Cirigliano (218-757)  1997-00
8.  .285  Miranda Dixon (139-504)  2007-10
9.  .284  Blaire Perry (189-665)  2002-06
10.  .278  Danica White (224-807)  1999-02
Hits
1.  227  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
2.  224  Danica White  1999-02
3.  219  Rachel LeMaster  2004-07
4.  218  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
5.  189  Blaire Perry  1997-00
6.  188  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
7.  184  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
8.  176  Kim Eiben  2000-03
9.  172  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
10.  164  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
Doubles
1.  48  Jesscia Bachkora  2007-10
2.  40  Danica White  1999-02
3.  39  Kim Eiben  2000-03
   39  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
5.  35  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
   35  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
7.  31  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
8.  30  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
9.  29  Sandra Smith  2006-10
10.  26  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
Triples
1.  12  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
2.  10  Sheri Wahrmund  1998-00
3.  9  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
4.  7  Danica White  1999-02
5.   6  Chloe Oprzedek  2011-pres.
      6  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
6.  5  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
 5  Mindy O’Malley  2003-06
8.  4  Tori Mort*  2009-12
* several; most recent listed
       
Home Runs
1.  43  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
2.  29  Sandra Smith  2006-10
3.  28  Devon Wallace  2012-pres.
4.  24  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
5.  21  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
6.  20  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
7.  17  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
8.  16  Chloe Oprzedek  2011-pres.
     16  Jennifer Rambo  2011-pres.
10. 15  Clarisa Navarro  2012-pres.
      15  Amanda Geile  2011-pres.
Runs Batted In
1.  147  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
2.  120  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
3.  118  Sandra Smith  2006-10
4.  105  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
5.  101  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
6.  98  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
7.  95  Danica White  1999-02
8.  81  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
9.   73  Kim Eiben  2000-03
10.  71  Chloe Oprzedek  2011-pres.
Slugging Percentage (Min. 200 AB)
1.  .749  Devon Wallace (275 AB)  2012-pres.
2.  .532  Clarisa Navarro (359 AB)  2012-pres.
3.  .514  Miranda Dixon (358 AB)  2007-10
4.  .471  Jessica Bachkora (756 AB)  2007-10
5.  .466  Amanda Geile (298 AB)  2011-pres.
6.  .456  Sandra Smith (583 AB)  2007-10
7.  .452   Whitney Cloer (606 AB)  2006-09
8.  .449  Becca Carden (283 AB)  2009-11
9.  .432  Chloe Oprzedek (449 AB)  2011-pres.
10. .429  Courtney Breault (261 AB)  2010-11
On-Base Percentage (Min. 200 AB)
1.  .588  Devon Wallace (275 AB)  2012-pres.
2.  .394  Clairsa Navarro (324 AB)  2012-pres.
3.  .391  Miranda Dixon (659 AB)  2007-10
4.  .384  Jessica Bachkora (756 AB)  2007-10
5.  .372  Sandra Smith (583 AB)  2006-10
6.  .363  Courtney Breault (261 AB)  2010-11
   .363  Jen Cirigliano (757 AB)  1997-00
8.  .357  Brett Erickson (625 AB)  1997, 99-00
9.  .353  Danica White (807 AB)  1999-02
10.  .345  Amanda Geile (298 AB)  2011-pres.
Runs Scored
1.  166   Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
2.  125  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
3.  119  Dana Gulick  1997-00
4.  97  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
5.  94  Devon Wallace  2012-pres.
6.  86  Blaire Perry  2002-06
7.  83  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
8.  82  Mindy O’Malley  2003-06
9.  77  Rachel LeMaster  2004-07
10.  76  Tiffany Wooley  1999-02
Walks
1.  132  Devon Wallace  2012-pres.
2.  103  Sandra Smith  2006-10
3.  96  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
4.  85  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
5.  82  Danica White  1999-02
6.  70  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
7.  56  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
8.  50  Jayme Gee  2011-pres.
9.  49  Dana Gulick  1997-00
     49  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
Total Bases
1.  356   Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
2.  354   Miranda Dixon  2007-10
3.  295  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
4.  293  Danica White  1999-02
5.  276  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
6.  274  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
7.  266  Sandra Smith  2006-10
8.  260  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
9.  238  Dana Gulick  1997-00
10.  235  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
At Bats
1.  807  Danica White  1999-02
2.  757  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
3.  756  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
4.  741  Rachel LeMaster  2004-07
5.  737  Dana Guliclk  1997-00
6.  677   Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
7.  666  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
   666  Tiffany Woolley  1999-02
9.  665  Blaire Perry  2002-06
10.  659  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
Sacrifice Hits
1.  53  Blaire Perry  2002-06
2.  45  Tiffany Woolley  1999-02
3.  38  Julie Young  2000-03
4.  37  Andrea Wharton  1999-02
5.  32  Dana Gulick  1997-00
6.  31  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
7.  26  Mindy O’Malley  2003-06
8.  25  Rachel LeMaster  2004-07
   25  Kim Eiben  2000-03
10.  24  Nicole Deeter  2001-03
Sacrifice Flies
1.  8  Courtney Breault  2010-11
2.  7  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
3.  6  Jayme Gee  2011-pres. 
     6  Sheri Wahrmund  1998-00
5.  5  Sierra Bronkey  2011- pres.
    5  Jayme Gee  2011-pres.
    5  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
    5  Aly Sartini  1997-00
Stolen Bases
1.  75  Rachel LeMaster (75-99)  2004-07
2.  73  Dana Gulick (72-84)  1997-00
3.  57  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
4.  56  Blaire Perry (56-82)  2002-06
5.  38   Andrea Wharton (38-50)  1999-02
     38  Mindy O’Malley (38-50)  2003-06
7.  27  Tiffany Woolley (27-32)  1999-02
8.  24  Ashley Martindale (24-28)  2011-pres.
9.  21  Becca Carden (21-24)  2008-11
10.  21  Sheri Wahrmund (21-32)  1998-00
Stolen Base Percentage (Min. 20 attempts)
1.  .857  Ashley Martindale (24-28)  2011-pres.
2.  .851  Jessica Bachkora (57-67)  2007-10
3.  .849  Dana Gulick (73-86)  1997-00
4.  .844  Tiffany Woolley (27-32)  1999-02
5.  .792  Julie Young (19-24)  2000-03
6.  .760  Mindy O’Malley (38-50)  2003-06
     .760  Andrea Wharton (38-50)  1999-02
8.  .758  Rachel LeMaster (75-99)  2004-07
9.  .683  Blaire Perry (56-82)  2002-06
10.  .677  Sheri Wahrmund (21-31)  1998-00
Hit By Pitch
1.  31  Kim Eiben  2000-03
2.  23  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
3.  19  Jessica Bachkora  2007-10
   19  Ashley Carter  2003-05
   19  Kallie Foglesong  2004-06
6.  16  Aly Sartini  1997-00
7.  15  Miranda Dixon  2007-08
8.   14  Devon Wallace  2012-pres.
      14  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00 
9.  13  Danica White  1999-02
Games Played
1.  280  Danica White  1999-02
2.  269  Tiffany Woolley  1999-02
3.  266  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
   266  Blaire Perry  2002-06
5.  260  Andrea Wharton  1999-02
6.  251  Kim Eiben  2000-03
7.  250  Dana Gulick  1997-00
8.  246  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
9.  243  Rachel LeMaster  2004-07
10.  233  Mindy O’Malley  2003-06
Current student-athletes in BOLD
CAREER RECORDS
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PITCHING  
Earned Run Average (Min. 150 IP)
1.  1.59  Heather Schlichtman (930.2 IP)  2001-04
2.  1.66  Rachel Talley (686.1 IP)  1999-02
3.  1.78  Tammy Kincaid (1051.1 IP)  1997-00
4.  2.43  Jennifer Bottoms (374.0 IP)  1998-01
5.  3.04  Valanna Lyons (375.0 IP)  2002-05
6.  3.07  Katy Henry (820.2 IP)  2005-08
7.  3.08  Kimmy Beasley (259.0 IP)  2012-pres.
8.  3.13  Blaire Perry (203.1 IP)  2002-06
9.  3.34  Hope McLemore (325.0 IP)  2010-13
10.  3.42  Sarah Topham (172.0 IP)  2004-06
Opponent Batting Average (Min. 150 IP)
1.  .200  Heather Schlichtman (930.2 IP)  2001-04
2.  .225  Rachel Talley (686.1 IP)  1999-02
3.  .235  Tammy Kincaid (1051.1 IP)  1997-00
4.  .245  Kimmy Beasley (259.0 IP)  2012-pres.
5.  .261  Blaire Perry (203.1 IP)  2002-06
6.  .265  Hope McLemore (325.0 IP)  2010-13
     .265  Katy Henry (820.2 IP)  2005-08 
8.  .268  Valana Lyons (375.0 IP)  2002-05
9.  .272  Jennifer Bottoms (374.0 IP)  1998-01
10.  .272  Sarah Topham (172.0 IP)  2004-06
Wins
1.  73  Heather Schlichtman (73-67)  2001-04
2.  72  Tammy Kincaid (72-79)  1997-00
3.  56  Katy Henry (56-68)  2005-08
4.  52  Rachel Talley (52-50)  1999-02
5.  35   Miranda Dixon (35-45)  2007-10
6.  32  Chelsea Cohen (32-27)  2010-13
7.  26  Hope McLemore (26-28)  2010-13
8.  23  Kimmy Beasley (23-19)  2012-pres. 
     23  Jennifer Bottoms (23-28)  1998-01
10.  22  Valanna Lyons (22-38)  2002-05
Appearances
1.  186  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
2.  180  Katy Henry  2005-08
3.  169  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
4.  151  Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  118  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
6.  105  Chelsea Cohen  2010-13
7.  93  Valanna Lyons  2002-05
8.  92  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
9.  90  Kim Jones  2008-11
  90  Layne McGurit  2008-11
Games Started
1.  138  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
2.  129  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
3.  118  Katy Henry  2005-08
4.  110  Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  78  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
6.  64  Valanna Lyons  2002-05
7.  57  Kim Jones  2008-11
8.  58  Chelsea Cohen  2010-13
9.  55  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
10.  50  Hope McLemore  2010-13
Innings Pitched
1.  1051.1  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
2.  930.2 Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
3.  820.2  Katy Henry  2005-08
4.  686.1  Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  493.2  Miranda Dixon   2007-10
6.  413.0  Chelsea Cohen  2010-13
7.  375.0   Valanna Lyons   2002-05
8.  374.0  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
9.  361.0  Kim Jones  2008-11 
10. 325.0  Hope McLemore  2010-13
Strikeouts
1.  886  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
2.  756  Katy Henry  2005-08
3.  745  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
4.  608  Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  372  Miranda Dixon   2007-10
6.  272  Valanna Lyons  2002-05
7.  271  Kim Jones  2008-11
8.  270  Hope McLemore  2010-13
     270  Kimmy Beasley  2012-pres.
10.  265  Chelsea Cohen  2010-13 
Strikeouts/Seven Innings (Min. 150 IP)
1.  7.29  Kimmy Beasley (259.0 IP)  2012-pres.
2.  6.66  Heather Schlichtman (930.2 IP)  2001-04
3.  6.45  Katy Henry (820.2 IP)  2005-08
4.  6.20  Rachel Talley (686.1 IP)  1999-02
5.  5.82  Hope McLomore (325.0 IP)  2010-13
6.  5.41  Kim Jones (361.0 IP)  2008-11
7.  5.27  Miranda Dixon (493.2 IP)  2007-10
8.  5.08   Valanna Lyons (375.0 IP)  2002-05
9.  4.99  Blaire Perry (203.1 IP)  2002-06
10.  4.96  Tammy Kincaid (1051.1 IP)  1997-00
Walks Allowed/Seven Innings (Min. 150 IP)
1.  1.22  Rachel Talley (686.1 IP)  1999-02
2.  1.40  Tammy Kincaid (1051.1 IP)  1997-00
3.  1.72  Katy Henry (820.2 IP)  2005-08
4.  1.76  Miranda Dixon (493.2 IP)  2007-10
5.  1.91  Jennifer Bottoms (374.0 IP)  1998-01
6.  2.03  Heather Schlichtman (930.2 IP)  2001-04 
7.  2.47  Hope McLemore (325.0 IP)  2010-13
8.  2.49  Chelsea Cohen (413.0 IP)  2010-13
9.  2.59  Kimmy Beasley (259.0 IP)  2012-pres.
Complete Games
1.  116  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
2.  94  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
3.  70  Katy Henry  2005-08
4.  51 Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  31  Chelsea Cohen  2010-13
6.  30  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
7.  29  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
8.  25  Valanna Lyons  2002-05
9.  23  Kim Jones  2008-11 
     23  Hope McLemore  2010-13
Shutouts
1.  26  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
2.  19  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
3.  15  Katy Henry  2005-08
4.  15  Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  9  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
6.  6  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
7.  5  Chelsea Cohen 2010-13
    5  Kim Jones  2008-11
    5  Hope McLemore  2010-13
Saves
1.  9  Katy Henry  2005-08
    9  Rachel Talley  1999-02
    9  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
4.  7  Miranda Dixon  2007-10
5.  6  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
     6  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
7.  5  Hope McLemore  2010-13
8.  4  Kimmy Beasley  2012-pres. 
     4  Valanna Lyons  2002-05
10.  3  Sarah Topham  2004-06
      3  Chelsea Cohen  2010-13
Batters Faced
1.  4471  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
2.  3799  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
3.  3553  Katy Henry  2005-08
3.  2787 Rachel Talley  1999-02
5.  2577 Miranda Dixon  2007-10
6.  1863 Chelsea Cohen  2010-13
7.  1755 Kim Jones  2008-11
8.  1718 Valanna Lyons  2002-05
9.  1678 Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
10.  1458 Hope McLemore  2010-13
DEFENSE  
Fielding Percentage (Min. 80 chances) 
1.  .992  Lisa Nieman  2002-03
2.  .990  Leslie Dixon  2008-11
3.  .989  Danica White  1999-02
4.  .985  Emily Jones  2008-10
    .985  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
    .985  Samantha Buckner  2005-08
    .985  Shana Easley  2003-06
8.  .984  Jayme Gee  2011-pres.
9.  .983  Stephanie Brewer  2010-11 
Chances
1.  1698  Kim Eiben  2000-03
2.  1685  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
3.  1480  Danica White  1999-02
4.  1362  Shana Easley  2003-06
5.  1251  Samantha Buckner  2005-08
6.  1241  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
7.  930  Sandra Smith  2007-10
8.  908  Tiffany Woolley  1999-02
9.  841  Aly Sartini  1997-00
10.  817  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
Putouts
1.  1563  Kim Eiben  2000-03
2.  1413  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
3.  1302  Danica White  1999-02
4.  1233  Shana Easley  2003-06
5.  1150  Samantha Buckner  2005-08
6.  1122  Whitney Cloer  2006-09
7.  862  Jayme Gee  2011-pres.
6.  663  Sandra Smith  2006-10
8.  607  Kris Hightower  1997-99
9.  512  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
Assists
1.  558  Tiffany Woolley  1999-02
2.  459  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
3.  398  Aly Sartini  1997-00
4.  367  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
5.  347  Blaire Perry  2002-06
6.  337  Tammy Kincaid  1997-00
6.  306  Heather Schlichtman  2001-04
8.  291  Kayla Johnson  2006-09
9.  290  Chloe Oprzedek  2011-pres. 
10.  257  Cortney Mitchell  2001-02
Double Plays Turned
1.  42  Kim Eiben  2000-03
2.  33  Aly Sartini  1997-00
3.  32  Jen Cirigliano  1997-00
4.  31   Sandra Smith  2006-10
5.  30  Samantha Buckner  2005-08
6.  29  Tiffany Woolley  1999-02
7.  28  Jennifer Bottoms  1998-01
8.   25  Dayna Huckabee  2005-08
   25  Cortney Mitchell  2001-02
10.  23  Brett Erickson  1997, 99-00
Current student-athletes in BOLD
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OFFENSE  
Batting Average (Min. 100 AB)
1.  .381 Stephanie Canfield  2013
2.  .376 Devon Wallace 2013
3.  .373 Jessica Bachkora  2010
4.  .367 Devon Wallace  2012
5.  .363 Rachel LeMaster  2005
6.  .352 Brett Erickson  2000
7.  .345 Kim Eiban  2003
8.   .338 Kayla Johnson  2008
9.  .337 Clarisa Navarro  2012
10.  .335 Becca Carden  2011
      .335 Whitney Cloer  2009
Hits
1.  80 Brett Erickson  2000
2.  73 Rachel LeMaster  2005
   73 Dana Gulick  1999
4.  71 Kayla Johnson  2008
5.  67 Blaire Perry  2002
6.  66 Jessica Bachkora  2010
7.  65 Danica White  2000
8.  63 Dana Gulick  2000
9.  62 Clarisa Navarro  2012
   62 Brett Erikson  1999
Doubles
1.  21 Brett Erickson  2000
2.  18 Jessica Bachkora  2010
3.  16 Danica White 2000
4.  15 Miranda Dixon  2008
5.  14 Kim Eiban  2003
6.  13 Whitney Cloer  2009
   13 Kayla Johnson  2008
8.  12 Jessica Bachkora  2009
   12 Kallie Foglesong  2005
   12 Cortney Mithell* 2002
Triples
1.  5 Jessica Bachkora  2007
2.  4 Dayna Huckabee  2008
   4 Dayna Huckabee  2007
   4 Danica White  2002
   4 Sheri Wahrmund  1999
   4 Sheri Wahrmund  1998
   4 Kim Bryant  1997
8.  3 Chloe Oprzedek* 2013
* several; most recent listed
    
Home Runs
1.  15 Devon Wallace  2012
    15 Jessica Bachkora  2010
3.  14 Sandra Smith  2008
4.  13 Miranda Dixon  2008
 13 Devon Wallace  2013
6.  12 Miranda Dixon  2010
7.  11 Miranda Dixon  2009
8.  10 Clarisa Navarro  2012
    10 Samantha Buckner  2008
    10 Whitney Cloer  2009
Runs Batted In
1.  50 Sandra Smith 2010
2.  47 Miranda Dixon 2008
3.  45 Sandra Smith 2008
4.  44 Miranda Dixon 2010
5.  40 Miranda Dixon 2009
6.  39 Clarisa Navarro 2013
7.  38 Devon Wallace 2012
8.  37 Whitney Cloer 2009
    37 Kayla Johnson 2008
    37 Dayna Huckabee 2008
Slugging Percentage (Min. 100 AB)
1.  .768 Devon Wallace  2013
2.  .740 Jessica Bachkora  2010
3.  .733 Devon Wallace  2012
4.  .627 Whitney Cloer  2009
5.  .623 Miranda Dixon  2008
6.  .606 Miranda Dixon  2010
7.  .596 Amanda Geile  2012
8.  .582 Clarisa Navarro  2012
9.  .555 Chloe Oprzedek  2013
10.  .552 Sandra Smith  2010
On Base Percentage (Min. 100 AB)
1.  .627 Devon Wallace  2013
2.  .548 Devon Wallace  2012
3.  .500 Jessica Bachkora  2010
4.  .470 Miranda Dixon  2010
5.  .435 Jenninfer Rambo  2013
6.  .434 Sandra Smith  2010
7.  .427 Miranda Dixon  2008
8.  .413 Stephanie Canfield  2013
9.  .412 Whitney Cloer  2009
10.  .406 Brett Erickson  2000
Runs Scored
1.  62 Jessica Bachkora  2010
2.  55 Devon Wallace  2013
3.  53 Kayla Johnson  2008
4. 42 Chloe Oprzedek  2013
     42 Jessica Bachkora  2008
6.  39 Dana Gulick  1999
    39 Devon Wallace  2012
8.  37 Dana Gulick  2000
9.  36 Clarisa Navarro  2013
10.  35 Miranda Dixon  2008
     35 Dana Gulick  1998
Walks
1.  79 Devon Wallace  2013
2.  53 Devon Wallace  2012
3.  41 Sandra Smith  2010
4.  37 Jessica Bachkora  2010
5.  32 Sandra Smith  2008
6.  28 Danica White  1999
7.  27 Nicole Schroeder  2013
    27 Jen Cirigliano  1999
9.  26 Sandra Smith  2009
10.  25 Miranda Dixon  2008
Total Bases
1.  131 Jessica Bachkora  2010
2.  114 Miranda Dixon  2008
3.  113 Kayla Johnson  2008
4.  110 Devon Wallace  2012
5.  107 Clarisa Navarro  2012
6   106 Brett Erikson  2000
7   101 Whitney Cloer  2009
8.  96 Devon Wallace  2013
8.  95 Sandra Smith  2010
10.  94 Miranda Dixon  2010
At Bats
1.  235 Dana Gulick  1999
2.  231 Erin Stokey 2000
3.  227 Brett Erickson  2000
4.  223 Brett Erickson  1999
   223 Tiffany Woolley  1999
6.  220 Danica White  2000
7.  216 Blaire Perry  2002
8.  214 Dana Gulick  2000
9.  211 Rachel LeMaster 2007
10.  210 Kayla Johnson  2008 
Sacrifice Hits
1.  25 Blaire Perry  2002
2.  17 Tiffany Woolley  1999
3.  16 Dana Gulick  2000
4.  15 Andy Wharton  2000
   15 Blaire Perry  2003
6.  14 Julie Young  2001
   14 Jen Cirigliano  2000
8.  12 Becca Carden  2010
9.  11 Kayla Johnson*  2006
* several; most recent listed
Sacrifice Flies
1. 4 Sierra Bronkey  2013
   4 Courtney Breault  2011
   4 Courtney Breault  2010
3. 3 Whitney Cloer  2006
   3 Kallie Foglesong  2005
   3 Jen Cirigliano  1999
6. 2 Jennifer Rambo*  2012
* several; most recent listed 
Stolen Bases
1.  33 Dana Gulick  1999
2.  27 Rachel LeMaster  2005
3.  22 Rachel LeMaster  2007
4.  20 Blaire Perry  2002
5.  19 Rachel LeMaster  2006
6.  18 Jessica Bachkora  2009
7.  17 Dana Gulick  2000
   17 Dana Gulick  1998
9.  16 Jessica Bachkora  2007
   16 Sheri Wahrmund  1999
Highest Stolen Base Percentage (Min. 10 attempts)
1.  .937 Ashley Martindale  2013
2.  .929 Mindy O’Malley  2005
3.  .917 Dana Gulick  1999
4.  .909 Becca Carden  2011
5.  .900 Jessica Bachkora  2009
7.  .871 Rachel LeMaster  2005
8.  .867 Allie Benish  2004
9.  .857 Andy Wharton  2000
10.  .850 Dana Gulick  2000
Hit By Pitch
1.  16 Kim Eiben  2002
2.  13 Kallie Foglesong  2005
3.  11 Miranda Dixon  2008
   11 Ashley Carter  2005
   11 Kim Eiben  2003
6.  9 Jen Cirigliano  1998
7.  8 Jen Cirigliano  2000
   8 Brett Erickson  1999
9.  7 Devon Wallace  2012
   7 Kris Hightower  1998
Games Played
1.  75 Dana Gulick  2000
   75 Erin Stokey  2000
   75 Danica White  2000
   75 Jen Cirigliano  1999
   75 Brett Erickson  1999
   75 Dana Gulick  1999
   75 Tiffany Woolley  1999
8.  74 Jen Cirigliano  2000
   74 Danica White  1999
10.  73 Sheri Wahrmund  2000
Current student-athletes in BOLD
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PITCHING  
Earned Run Average (Min. 75 IP)
1.  0.93 Heather Schlichtman  2001
2.  1.21 Valanna Lyons  2002
3.  1.26 Rachel Talley  2000
4.  1.32 Tammy Kincaid  2000
5.  1.38 Tammy Kincaid  1999
6.  1.41 Rachel Talley  2001
7.  1.48 Heather Schlichtman  2002
8.  1.63 Heather Schlichtman  2004
9.  1.72 Tammy Kincaid  1998
10.  1.97 Rachel Talley  2002
Opponent Batting Average (Min. 75 IP)
1.  .188 Heather Schlichtman  2001
2.  .190 Heather Schlichtman  2002
3.  .198 Heather Schlichtman  2004
4.  .215 Kimmy Beasley  2013
5.  .217 Rachel Talley  2002
    .217 Tammy Kincaid  2000
7.  .219 Rachel Talley  2000
8.  .224 Tammy Kincaid  1999
9.  .226 Rachel Talley  2001
10.  .228 Heather Schlichtman  2003
Wins
1.  26 Heather Schlichtman  2001
2.  24 Tammy Kincaid  2000
3.  22 Tammy Kincaid  1999
4.  20 Katy Henry  2008
5.  19 Heather Schlichtman  2002
6.  17 Miranda Dixon  2009
7.  16 Rachel Talley  1999
8.  15 Katy Henry  2006
9.  14 Chelsea Cohen* 2012
* several; most recent listed
Appearances
1.  51 Katy Henry  2007
   51 Tammy Kincaid  2000
3.  48 Tammy Kincaid  1997
4.  47 Heather Schlichtman  2001
5.  46 Katy Henry  2008
6.  44 Heather Schlichtman  2004
   44 Tammy Kincaid  1999
8.  43 Katy Henry  2006
   43 Tammy Kincaid  1998
10.  41 Chelsea Cohen*  2012
* several; most recent listed
Games Started
1.  45 Tammy Kincaid  1997
2.  34 Heather Schlichtman  2004
   34 Heather Schlichtman  2001
   34 Tammy Kincaid  1998
5.  33 Katy Henry  2008
6.  32 Rachel Talley  2000
   32 Katy Henry  2007
   32 Heather Schlichtman  2002
9.  31 Tammy Kincaid  1999
10.  30 Rachel Talley  2001
Innings Pitched
1.  309.2 Tammy Kincaid  1997
2.  266.0 Heather Schlichtman  2004
3.  256.2 Heather Schlichtman  2001
4.  253.0 Tammy Kincaid  1998
5.  244.1 Tammy Kincaid  2000
   244.1 Tammy Kincaid  1999
7.  230.1 Katy Henry  2007
8.  222.1 Katy Henry  2008
9.  218.1 Katy Henry  2006
10.  212.2 Heather Schlichtman  2002
Strikeouts
1.  305 Heather Schlichtman  2004
2.  224 Katy Henry  2007
3.  219 Katy Henry  2006
4.  203 Heather Schlichtman  2001
5.  200 Heather Schlichtman  2002
   200 Tammy Kincaid  1997
7.  193 Tammy Kincaid  1999
8.  189 Katy Henry  2008
9.  178 Heather Schlichtman  2003
   178 Tammy Kincaid  1998
Strikeouts/Seven Innings (Min. 75 IP)
1.  9.33 Kimmy Beasley  2013
2.  8.03 Heather Schlichtman  2004
3.  7.30 Chelsea Cohen  2013
4.  7.23 Rachel Talley  2002
5.  7.02 Katy Henry  2006
6.  6.81 Katy Henry  2007
7.  6.58 Heather Schlichtman  2002
8.  6.52 Rachel Talley  1999
9.  6.38 Heather Schlichtman  2003
10.  6.23 Miranda Dixon  2008
Walks Allowed/Seven Innings (Min. 75 IP)
1.  0.97 Tammy Kincaid  1999
2.  1.18 Rachel Talley  1999
3.  1.19 Rachel Talley  2001
4.  1.22 Tammy Kincaid  1997
5.  1.24 Rachel Talley  2002
6.  1.26 Miranda Dixon  2007
7.  1.30 Rachel Talley  2000
8.  1.31 Heather Schlichtman  2001
9.  1.41 Katy Henry  2006
10.  1.49 Tammy Kincaid  1998
Complete Games
1.  44 Tammy Kincaid  1997
2.  30 Tammy Kincaid  1998
3.  27 Heather Schlichtman  2004
   27 Heather Schlichtman  2001
5.  22 Heather Schlichtman  2002
6.  21 Katy Henry  2007
   21 Tammy Kincaid  2000
   21 Tammy Kincaid  1999
9.  19 Rachel Talley  2001
10.  18 Katy Henry 2006
 18 Heather Schlichtman 2003
Shutouts
1.  11 Heather Schlichtman  2001
2.  9 Heather Schlichtman  2002
3.  8 Tammy Kincaid  1998
4.  7 Katy Henry  2007
   7 Tammy Kincaid  2000
6.  6 Heather Schlichtman  2004
7.  5 Katy Henry  2006
8.  4 Hope McLemore* 2010
* several; most recent listed  
Saves
1.  5 Tammy Kincaid  2000
2.  4 Miranda Dixon  2009
   4 Katy Henry  2006
   4 Rachel Talley  2001
5. 3 Kimmy Beasley*  2013
* several; most recent listed 
Batters Faced
1.  1369 Tammy Kincaid 1997
2.  1088 Tammy Kincaid 1998
3.  1083 Heather Schlichtman  2004
4.  1029 Tammy Kincaid  2000
5.  1007 Katy Henry  2007
6.  1003 Heather Schlichtman 2001
7.  985 Tammy Kincaid  1999
8.  968 Katy Henry 2008
9.  924 Katy Henry  2006
10.  881 Chelsea Cohen  2012
DEFENSE  
Fielding Percentage (Min. 40 chances)
1.  1.000 Stephanie Brewer  2010
   1.000 Leslie Doxon  2008
   1.000 Katy Henry  2008
   1.000 Brittany Robison  2008
   1.000 Jocelyn Moncreif  2007
   1.000 Andy Wharton 2001
7.  .995 Sandra Smith  2010
   .955 Danica White  1999
9.  .994 Whitney Cloer  2008
   .994 Shana Easley  2004
Chances
1.  618 Jen Cirigliano  1999
2.  553 Kim Eiben  2002
3.  516 Kim Eiben  2000
4.  486 Jennifer Bottoms  2001
5.  465 Shana Easley  2004
6.  464 Jen Cirigliano  2000
7.  450 Kris Hightower  1998
8.  448 Kim Eiben  2003
9.  433 Danica White  1999
10.  423 Danica White  2002
Putouts
1.  552 Jen Cirigliano  1999
2.  511 Kim Eiben  2002
3.  471 Kim Eiben  2000
4.  450 Jennifer Bottoms  2001
5.  419 Shana Easley  2004
6.  416 Kim Eiben  2003
7.  404 Kris Hightower  1998
8.  385 Jayme Gee  2013
9.  389 Danica White  1999
10.  384 Jen Cirigliano  2000
Assists
1.  177 Tiffany Woolley  1999
2.  157 Brett Erickson  1997
3.  154 Brett Erickson  2000
4.  153 Tiffany Woolley  2002
5.  148 Brett Erickson  1999
6.  140 Cortney Mitchell  2001
7.  137 Tiffany Woolley  2000
8.  125 Aly Sartini  1999
9.  124 Clarisa Navarro  2012
10.  123 Amie Hubbard  2009
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OFFENSE 
Batting Average
1.  .283 (401-1415)  2013
2.  .267 (461-1726)  2008
3.  .257 (458-1781)  2002
4.  .254 (376-1478)  2010
5.  .250 (349-1396)  2009
Hits
1.  479  2000
2.  461  2008
3.  458  2002
4.  455  1999
5.  401  2013
Doubles
1.  81  2000
2.  75  2008
3.  73   2010
4.  70   2009
5.  67  2012
Triples
1.  14  1999
2.  13  2007
3.  11  1997
4.  9* 2013
*several; most recent listed
Home Runs
1.  65  2008
2.  61  2013
3.  60  2012
4.  59  2010
5.  48  2009
Runs Batted In
1.  274  2013
2.  267  2008
3.  241  2010
4.  214  2009
5. 190  2000
Slugging Percentage
1.  .470 (1415 AB)  2013
2.  .434 (1726 AB)  2008
3.  .433 (1434 AB)  2012
4.  .418 (1551 AB)  2010
5.  .416 (1396 AB)  2009
On Base Percentage
1.  .390 (1415 AB)  2013
2.  .355 (1434 AB)  2012
3.  .353 (1478 AB)  2010
4.  .330 (1726 AB)  2008
5.  .323 (1396 AB)  2009
Runs Scored
1.  304  2013
2.  299  2008
3.  251  2010
4.  233  1999
5.  232  2012 
Walks
1.  229  2013
2.  202  2010
3.  196  2012
4.  162  2008
5.  151  2009 
Total Bases
1.  749  2008
2.  665  2013 
3.  648   2010
4.  621  2012
5.  614   2000
At Bats
1.  1932  2000
2.  1902  1999
3.  1781  2002
4.  1726  2008
5.  1656  2001
Sacrifice Hits
1.  97  2000
2.  96  2002
3.  91  2001
4.  86  1999
5.  65  2003
Sacrifice Flies
1. 14  2013 
2. 13  2010
3. 11  2000
    11  1999
5. 10  2005
Stolen Bases
1.  97 (97-126)  1999
2.  69 (69-100)  2002
3.  60 (60-70)  2005
4.  58 (58-83)  2004
5.  56 (56-80)  2000
Stolen Base Percentage
1.  .859 (55-64)  2013
2.  .857 (60-70)  2005
3.  .818 (27-33)  2010
4.  .806 (54-67)  2007
5.  .795 (31-39)  2009
Hit By Pitch
1.  43  2012
2.  40  2002
3.  37  2001
4.  34  1999
5.  33  2005
Games Played
1.  75  2000
     75  1999
3.  68  2002
4.  66  2008
     66  2001
PITCHING 
Earned Run Average
1.  1.18 (449.1 IP)  2001
2.  1.49 (522.1 IP)  2000
3.  1.57 (475.2 IP)  2002
4.  1.75 (526.2 IP)  1999
5.  1.94 (407.1 IP)  1998
Opponent Batting Average
1.  .208 (475.2 IP)  2002
2.  .208 (449.1 IP)  2001
3.  .226 (522.1 IP)  2000
4.  .229 (409.1 IP)  2004
5.  .233 (300.2 IP)  2013
Wins
1.  46 (46-29)  1999
2.  44 (44-31)  2000
3.  39 (39-28)  2002
4.  37 (37-29)  2008
5.  36 (36-20)  2013
     36 (36-30)  2001
Innings Pitched
1.  526.2  1999
2.  522.1  2000
3.  475.2  2002
4.  449.1  2001
5.  436.0  2008
Strikeouts
1.  424  2002
2.  415  1999
3.  401  2004
4.  385  2008
5.  384  2013
Strikeouts/Seven Innings
1.  7.48 (359.1 IP)  2013
2.  6.86 (409.1 IP)  2004
3.  6.27 (418.2 IP)  2006
4.  6.24 (475.2 IP)  2002
5.  6.18 (436.0 IP)  2008
Walks Allowed/Seven Innings
1.  1.22 (526.2 IP)  1999
2.  1.32 (449.1 IP)  2001
3.  1.39 (382.1 IP)  1997
4.  1.56 (407.1 IP)  1998
5.  1.64 (417.1 IP)  2007
Complete Games
1.  54  1997
2.  46  2001
    46  1998
4.  40  2000
5.  38  2002
Shutouts
1.  21  2001
2.  17  1999
3.  16  2002
4.  14  2000
5.  12  2006
Saves
1.  8  2000
2.  7  2002 
     7  1999
4.  6  2013 
     6  2001
 5.  5* 2008
*several; most recent listed
Batters Faced
1.  2201  2000
2.  2178  1999
3.  1947  2002
4.  1928  2008
5.  1880  2007
DEFENSE 
Fielding Percentage
1.  .966 (1348-724-72)  2001 
2.  .965 (1144-437-58)  2010
3.  .964 (1427-643-78)  2002
4.  .963 (1078-309-53)  2013
5.  .962 (1136-490-64)  2012 
Chances
1.  2495  2000
2.  2477  1999
3.  2148  2002
4.  2144  2001
5.  1913  1998
Putouts
1.  1579  1999
2.  1567  2000
3.  1427  2002
4.  1348  2001
5.  1308  2008
Assists
1.  802  2000
2.  792  1999
3.  724  2001
4.  643  2002
5.  597  1997
The 2013 Razorbacks set single-season team records for batting average, slugging percentage, 
on-base percentage, runs scored, runs batted in, walks and stolen-base percentage
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OFFENSE - INDIVIDUAL 
Hits 
5 Macy Burr vs. Texas Southern, 2-25-11* 
 *Twice, most recent listed
Doubles 
3 Sandra Smith at Missouri State, 4-28-10*
 *Four times, most recent listed
Triples 
2 Jessica Bachkora at Missouri, 3-25-07
Home Runs 
2 Clarisa Navarro vs. UMKC, 3-27-13*
 *19 times, most recent listed
Runs Batted In 
6 Nicole Schroeder at Savannah State, 2-20-13*
 *Five times, most recent listed
Runs Scored 
5 Jessica Bachkora vs. Mississippi State, 3-28-10
Walks 
5 Devon Wallace vs. Auburn, 5-3-13
Total Bases 
10 Jessica Bachkora vs. SIU, 3-14-10*
 *Three times, most recent listed
At Bats 
9 Brett, Erickson vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
 Aly Sartini vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Sacrifice Hits 
3 Rachel LeMaster vs. #8 Tennessee, 4-3-04*
 *Twice, most recent listed
Stolen Bases 
3 Jessica Bachkora vs. Minnesota, 2-14-09*
 *Three times, most recent listed
  
Hit By Pitch 
2 Devon Wallace vs. Utah Valley, 3-10-13* 
 *Six times, most recent listed
PITCHING - INDIVIDUAL 
Innings Pitched
16.0  Tammy Kincaid vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Strikeouts
16  Heather Schlichtman vs. Marshall, 4-9-04
Batters Faced
66  Tammy Kincaid vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
DEFENSE - INDIVIDUAL 
Chances
18  Shana Easley vs. Marshall, 4-9-04
Putouts
16  Shana Easley vs. Louisiana-Monroe, 2-26-05
Assists
8  Tiffany Woolley vs. UCF, 2-2-02*
 *Three times, most recent listed
Errors
3  Dayna Huckabee at Missouri State, 4-29-08* 
 *Six times, most recent listed
OFFENSE - TEAM 
Hits
19 vs. Kentucky, 3-31-07*
 *Twice, most recent listed
Doubles
7 at Missouri State, 4-28-10
Triples
3 vs. Centenary, 3-7-99
Home Runs
4 vs. UMKC, 3-27-13*
 *12 times, most recent listed
Runs Batted In
18 vs. Mississippi State, 3-28-10
Runs Scored
18 vs. Mississippi State, 3-28-10*
 *Twice, most recent listed
Walks
13 vs. Mississippi State, 3-28-10
Total Bases
29 vs. Kentucky, 3-31-07
At Bats
71 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Sacrifice Hits
6 at South Carolina, 3-17-10*
 *Three times, most recent listed
Stolen Bases
6 vs. Kentucky, 4-23-05*
 *Twice, most recent listed
Hit By Pitch
6 vs. Georgia Southern, 3-2-03
PITCHING - TEAM 
Innings Pitched
19.0 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Strikeouts
16 vs. Jacksonville State, 3-2-13*
 *Twice, most recent listed
Batters Faced
86 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
DEFENSE - TEAM 
Chances
86 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Putouts
56 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Assists
27 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Errors
7 at Southwest Missouri, 2-8-00*
 *Three times, most recent listed
Double Plays Turned
4 vs. Alabama, 3-21-99
Current student-athletes in BOLD
SINGLE-GAME RECORDS
Clarisa Navarro became the latest Razorback with two home runs in one game [March 27, 2013] when she launched two shots over 
the wall at Bogle Park in Arkansas’ 9-1 win over UMKC.











































Erickson, Brett  1997, 99-2000
F 
Fagan, Kasey 2013(RS)-pres.
Foglesong, Kallie  2004-06
Foust, Brandy 2006-09












































































Sartini, Aly  1997-2000
Schlichtman, Heather 2001-04
Schroeder, Nicole 2013-pres.
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Current newcomers not listed
Hope McLemore
